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Hotel dei Capitani

Description

Our hotel is situated in part of the eighteenth-century "Catasto Leopoldino" in the historic centre
of Montalcino. However, there is reason to believe that the building may have been used since
the Middle Ages (owing to its location in the vicinity of Porta Burelli) as a shelter for the Sienese
people fleeing from the Florentine army.
The rooms at the back afford a splendid view, taking in the Val d'Orcia and the Val d'Arbia.
Opening out onto this backdrop is a large, panoramic garden, where a swimming pool has been
created to resemble a medieval fountain.
In the remaining rooms, some of which are laid out on two levels, you can breathe in the typical
atmosphere of an ancient Tuscan village.

Rooms

The rooms, some of them structured on two levels, allow to enjoy the original ancient Tuscan
village atmosphere.
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In the rooms:

Bathroom
Mini-bar
Safe
Telephone
Air conditioning and heating
Television
Satellite
Hairdryer
Wi-fi

 

Services

The Staff of our hotel is fully at the disposal of guests to assist them in every need, and to
provide useful information to discover, for example, the most characteristic local where to eat,
designing itineraries wine-food quality or choose the tourist destinations more suited to
individual needs.o.

In our hotels are available these services:
Room for Disabled 
We accept small pets 
Parking 
Shed for bicycles 
Luggage storage 
We accept all major credit cards 
Room service and in the pool 
Massage on request Free Internet access and wirless Internet in public areas 
Elevator 
Service fax and photocopier 
Hotel Gay friendly 

Pool

Opening out onto this backdrop is a large, panoramic garden, where a swimming pool has been
created to resemble a medieval fountain.

Only for you
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If you book a holiday by our website www.winetravelsforyou.com, you will get a discount
of 10% in all our tours
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